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Today I got to actually cook for money, which may be the world’s second oldest
profession (invented six or seven minutes after the first). Each quarter,  the
hospital I work for takes on dietary interns (and their money-it costs the students a
semester’s tuition) who are required to host a theme meal for the staff and
(confused) visitors. Our current intern put on a fairly authentic Spanish banquet
including a tapas bar. I made Serrano and Manchego cheese sandwiches on
some kind of weird gordita rounds. There was no actual Serrano ham, but the
chef got me some bastardized prosciutto. I flat-topped the suckers under the

weight of a stack of two inch hotel pans. Most folks opted for cheeseburgers, but I got to at least
improvise a little.

Yesterday, npr.org  published a feature by Richard Weissbourd on the renewed call for fathers
responsibility (“Dads, This Is Your Challenge To Step Up.”). This is the drumbeat held
steady some time ago by candidate Obama and one that he has hammered at time and again as
President. Weissbourd talks not only about Barack Obama’s call for men to be real, honest to
goodness fathers to their children, but his own failings as a parent. He also addresses the thorny
side of every dad’s experience-the lack of involvement by teachers and professionals, the
deference to mothers. In a sense we are made less responsible fathers by virtue of being “just dad.”

I remember seeing an ad for Johnson’s Baby Shampoo shortly after my daughter was born. You
know the famous, treacley tag line, “Having a Baby Changes Everything.” All I could say was “Man!
You’ve got that right!” Early on in my child’s life I really had a hard time stepping up to be a good
dad. My idea of fatherhood, formed in adolescence, was much different from actually having my own
child in the world. As a teenager I knew exactly how my adult life would play out. I’d first marry
Geena Davis and Winona Ryder. The legalities of polygamy could be dealt with later. Now, this
isn’t to say that I’d live with them. No, I’d be living in my car, travelling the Great Plains, writing about
mournful,  disaffected cowboys. Lots of cigarettes, a typewriter on the front seat. Oh, sure, I’d roll
into town and take care of the necessary nuptials with my wives, smelling of Brut for Men.
Fatherhood was on my mind in the adolescent scenario that envisioned my adulthood. My children
would be a well scrubbed, VonTrap passel of gifted  little clones. They’d hang from the trees and
sing to me as I drove into town (with my soon-to-be third wife, Kathy Ireland. I was an imaginative
boy, to say the least).

To my great relief, there are no Hollywood starlets or good mannered Austrian children in my
adulthood of the here and now. My lovely wife has the best of Winona and Geena, which is, of
course, why I married her. I am a father trying to step up to the plate. I long to be involved in her life,
with the help of school officials and the adults who push responsibility toward me. I never gave up
road dreams, but I am more fulfilled by being a parent at home than I ever would have been as a
Lucky smoking hack on the prairie. I have taken the call-to-arms as a parent seriously. What once
seemed like mother’s work I now realize is my own. This weekend we’ll look at spelling tests and
math problems together and I’ll pay attention to the details. You only get so many years of details as
it is. Soon, heaven forbid, I’ll watch my own daughter drive off into the Western Sunset, and I’ll have
to console her two husbands (Joe and Zac). With all the experience of a parenthood well spent, I’ll
put a hand on their shoulders and tell the boys “She’ll be back. It gets mighty lonely out on the
plains.”
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